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Anemia and blood transfusion: what do we really know?
=====================================================

Yasser Sakr and Konrad Reinhart

We read with interest the comment by Müller and Juffermans. In our study, we did not attribute the possible beneficial effects of red cell transfusion only to leukoreduction \[[@B1]\]. The different case mix in our study and the possible change in practice and quality of care could have been other factors explaining our results. In addition, intensivists are now more aware of the meaning of various parameters that reflect tissue oxygenation and microvascular perfusion. These parameters are increasingly used in the ICU in addition to clinical evaluation to establish indications for blood transfusion.

Müller and Juffermans also misinterpreted our data somewhat, by assuming that the indication for blood transfusion was mostly active bleeding. The fact that 76% of patients were referred from the operating/recovery room is simply because our ICU is a surgical ICU, and the median ICU stay in transfused patients was 4 days and not 1 day. Around 58% of our patients received only 1 or 2 units of blood and the number of transfused units was not associated with a higher risk of death in the multivariate analysis. Our previous observation from the Sepsis Occurrence in Acutely Ill Patients study in a mixed ICU population also does not support the active bleeding hypothesis as a single important player \[[@B6]\]. Generalizing the evidence derived from the literature without taking into consideration the specific case mix may not be justified. In surgical ICU patients, results from a large cohort like ours are hypothesis generating and may guide clinical practice pending the results of randomized control trials.
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